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1 Introduction 
 
The last decade has experienced a revolution in information availability and 
exchange via the internet. In the same spirit, more and more businesses and 
organizations began to collect data related to their own operations. While the 
database technologists have been seeking efficient means of storing, retrieving 
and manipulating data, the machine learning community has focused on 
developing techniques for learning and acquiring knowledge from the data. At 
times the data can be considered to be a gold mine for strategic planning for 
research and development in this area which is often referred to as Data 
Mining (DM) and Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). 

We are overwhelmed with data. People have been seeking patterns in 
data since human life began. Hunters seek patterns in animal migration 
behavior, farmers seek patterns in crop growth, and politicians seek patterns in 
voter opinion. A scientist’s job is to make sense out of data, to discover the 
underlying model that governs the functioning of the physical world and 
encapsulate the same in theories that can be used for predicting the future. As 
the background of all scientific discoveries especially theories has been same, 
what is new about Data Mining (DM)? The simple answer is that, in DM the 
volume of the stored data is in the digital form and the search is automated or 
augmented by a computer. In DM, it is important to understand the difference 
between a model and a pattern. Model is a global summary of the dataset and 
makes statements about any point in the full measurement space while pattern 
describes a structure, relationship to a relatively small part of the data or the 
space in which the data would occur. In 1960’s, computers were increasingly 
applied to data analysis problems and it was noted that if one searches long 
enough, one can always find some model to fit in the dataset but complexity 
and size of the model were important considerations. Also the aim is to 
generalize beyond the available data. Figure 1 shows the history of databases 
systems and DM [HK01]. 

Economists, statisticians, forecasters and engineers have been working 
with data since long. The unbridled growth of the usage of databases in recent 
years has brought a lot of attention and interest to DM [WF99]. There is a 
general expectation that data mining tools should be able to identify the 
patterns in the data with minimal user input. The patterns identified by such 
tools can give a data analyst useful, and sometimes unexpected insights that 
can be more carefully investigated subsequently, perhaps by using other 
decision support tools. 

Hand et al. [HMS01] argues DM is a new discipline, lying at the 
intersection of statistics, machine learning, databases, pattern recognition and 
other areas. All of these fields are concerned with certain aspects of data 
analysis, so they have much in common but each also has its own distinct 
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flavour. Thus, ideas from these related areas of study are applicable to data 
mining problems. Fayyad [Fay96] mentions that the important distinguishing 
characteristics of DM are the large volume of the data and scalability with 
respect to the data size. An algorithm is scalable, if given the available system 
resources (e.g. main memory and disk) the running time increases in 
proportion to the data size. Old algorithms must be adapted or new algorithms 
must be developed to ensure scalability. Fayyad [Fay96] defined DM as a 
process of finding models, interesting trends or patterns in large datasets in 
order to guide decisions about future activities. 

Berry [BL00] points out that finding useful trends in datasets is a rather 
loose definition of DM. In a certain sense, all database queries can be thought 
of as doing just that. Indeed, we have a continuum of analysis and exploration 
tools, with Structured Query Language (SQL) queries at one end, On Line 
Analytical Processing (OLAP) queries in the middle and DM techniques at the 
other end. SQL queries are constructed using relational algebra (with some 
extensions). It is recommended for a set of principles proposed by Codd 
[HK01]. OLAP, a popular approach for analysis of data warehouses, provides 
higher level querying idioms based on a multidimensional data model. OLAP 
tools focus on providing multidimensional data analysis, which is superior to 
SQL in computing summaries and breakdowns along many dimensions. The 
data mining provides the most abstract data analysis operation [HK01]. 

Fayyad et al. provides an overview and clarifies how data mining and 
knowledge discovery in databases are related both to each other and to other 
related fields like machine learning, statistics and databases. Knowledge 
Discovery in Databases (KDD) refers to the overall process of discovering 
useful patterns from data and DM refers to a particular step in this process. 
KDD process also consists of steps like data preparation, data selection, data 
cleaning, incorporation of appropriate prior knowledge and proper 
interpretation (Figure 2). KDD process can be viewed as a multidisciplinary 
activity that encompasses techniques beyond the scope of any one particular 
discipline such as machine learning to contribute to KDD. Thus, KDD can be 
defined as a non trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful 
and ultimately understandable patterns in data. Here data is a set of facts and 
pattern is an expression in some language describing a subset of the data or a 
model applicable to that subset. Hence, extracting a pattern also designates 
fitting a model to data, finding structures from data, or in general making any 
high level description of a set of data. The term process implies that KDD 
consists of many steps, non trivial means that some search or inference is 
involved. i.e. it is not a straightforward computation of predefined quantities 
like computing the average value of a set of numbers and the discovered 
pattern should be valid on new data with some degree of certainty. We also 
want patterns to be novel (at least to the system and preferably to the user) and 
potentially useful, that is, they should lead to some benefits to the user or task. 
Finally, the patterns should be understandable, if not immediately then at a 
later stage after some post processing. In DM it is possible to define measures 
of certainty as estimated prediction accuracy on new data and utility as gain in 
monetary value because of better predictions or speedup in response time of a 
system. Novelty and understandability are subjective. Understandability can 
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be estimated by simplicity (e.g. number of bits to describe a pattern). 
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Figure 2: Data mining as a step in the process of knowledge 
discovery 

An important notion, called interestingness is usually taken as an 
overall measure of pattern value, combining validity, novelty, usefulness and 
simplicity. Given these notions, we can consider a pattern to be knowledge if 
it exceeds some interestingness threshold. 

As per [WF99], DM is an application oriented topic that involves 
learning in a real time environment and not in a realm of theories. It requires 
tools that can
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help in explaining the data and which are also capable to make predictions 
out of that. The data takes the form of a set of examples and the output takes 
the form of predictions on the new examples. 
 
2 Issues in Data mining 
 

Data mining has evolved into an important and active area of research 
because of the theoretical challenges and practical applications associated 
with the problem of discovering interesting and previously unknown 
knowledge from real-world databases. The main challenges to the data 
mining and the corresponding considerations in designing the algorithms are 
as follows: 
 
1. Massive datasets and high dimensionality. Possible solutions include 

robust algorithms, sampling approximations methods and parallel 
processing.  

2. User interaction and prior knowledge. Data mining algorithm should be 
an interactive and iterative process so that domain knowledge can be used 
in it to improve the performance and utility.  

3. Overfitting and assessing the statistical significance. Regularization and 
resampling methodologies need to be considered for model design.  

4. Understandability of patterns. Possible solutions include rule structuring, 
natural language representation and visualization of data and knowledge.  

5. Non-standard and incomplete data. Possible solutions include handling of 
missing and noisy values.  

6. Mixed data. Data is often represented by numeric as well as symbolic 
values. One solution includes preprocessing of numeric values.  

7. Changing data. Rapidly changing data may make previously learned 
model invalid. Possible solutions include incremental algorithms for 
updating patterns.  

8. Redundant data. The given dataset may contain redundant or 
insignificant attributes with respect to the problem at the hand. Possible 
solutions include preprocessing the dataset with an efficient feature 
selection approach so as to reduce the search space, speed up the 
processes of both concept learning and classifying objects and to improve 
the quality of classification.  

9. Integration. The model should integrate smoothly with the database and 
the final decision making procedure.  

 
3 Data Mining and Agriculture 
 
The field of agriculture has many applications whose solutions are important 
in social context. The field also offers a wide range of confronting factors and 
aspects that demand special considerations, hence forming a technically 
challenging area. The interplay between computer science and agriculture has 
led to some remarkable work but major developmental efforts and research 
are still needed. Although the impact of information technology revolution is 
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visible in many other domains such as medicine and finance, equally 
significant contributions on agricultural domains are yet to be realized. The 
directions and considerations for the construction of the underlying 
computational models may differ. Earlier some models namely agricultural 
expert systems were developed based on top-down approach of model 
construction. Agricultural expert systems are very knowledge intensive and 
the domain specific knowledge was needed to be encoded manually into the 
model. This is an extremely complex and challenging task that ultimately 
leads to the problems in model maintenance. In addition to this, extensive 
domain expertise to produce a partial problem formulation or the model 
specification is required. On the other hand of the spectrum are the bottom-up 
approaches where models are induced from low-level data without relying on 
a priori domain knowledge. While agricultural domain embodies cause and 
effects of nature and environment it has not been in the focus as compared to 
other domains. 
 
4 Tasks of Data Mining 
 
Berry [BL00] mentions of data mining as a term used for the specific set of 
six activities or tasks as follows: 
1. Classification  
2. Estimation  
3. Prediction  
4. Affinity grouping or association rules  
5. Clustering  
6. Description and visualization  

The first three tasks - classification, estimation and prediction are all 
examples of directed data mining or supervised learning. In directed data 
mining, the goal is to use the available data to build a model that describes 
one or more particular attribute(s) of interest (target attributes or class 
attributes) in terms of the rest of the available attributes. The next three tasks 
– association rules, clustering and description are examples of undirected 
data mining i.e. no attribute is singled out as the target; the goal is to establish 
some relationship among all the attributes. This paper makes an attempt to 
provide pointers for these data mining tasks. 
 
4.1 Classification 
 
Classification consists of examining the features of a newly presented object 
and assigning to it a predefined class. The classification task is characterized 
by the well-defined classes, and a training set consisting of preclassified 
examples. The task is to build a model that can be applied to unclassified data 
in order to classify it. Examples of classification tasks include: 
� Classification of credit applicants as low, medium or high risk  
� Classification of mushrooms as edible or poisonous  
� Determination of which home telephone lines are used for internet access  
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4.2 Estimation 
 
Estimation deals with continuously valued outcomes. Given some input data, 
we use estimation to come up with a value for some unknown continuous 
variables such as income, height or credit card balance. Some examples of 
estimation tasks include: 
� Estimating the number of children in a family from the input data of 

mothers’ education. 
� Estimating total household income of a family from the data of vehicles in 

the family  
� Estimating the value of a piece of a real estate from the data on proximity 

of that land from a major business centre of the city.  
 
4.3 Prediction 
 
Any prediction can be thought of as classification or estimation. The 
difference is one of emphasis. When data mining is used to classify a phone 
line as primarily used for internet access or a credit card transaction as 
fraudulent, we do not expect to be able to go back later to see if the 
classification was correct. Our classification may be correct or incorrect, but 
the uncertainty is due to incomplete knowledge only: out in the real world, 
the relevant actions have already taken place. The phone is or is not used 
primarily to dial the local ISP. The credit card transaction is or is not 
fraudulent. With enough efforts, it is possible to check. Predictive tasks feel 
different because the records are classified according to some predicted 
future behaviour or estimated future value. With prediction, the only way to 
check the accuracy of the classification is to wait and see. Examples of 
prediction tasks include: 
� Predicting the size of the balance that will be transferred if a credit card 

prospect accepts a balance transfer offer 
� Predicting which customers will leave within next six months  
� Predicting which telephone subscribers will order a value–added service 

such as three-way calling or voice mail. 
Any of the techniques used for classification and estimation can be 

adopted for use in prediction by using training examples where the value of 
the variable to be predicted is already known, along with historical data for 
those examples. The historical data is used to build a model that explains the 
current observed behaviour. When this model is applied to current inputs, the 
result is a prediction of future behaviour. 
 
4.4 Association Rules 
 
An association rule is a rule which implies certain association relationships 
among a set of objects (such as “occur together” or “one implies the other”) 
in a database. Given a set of transactions, where each transaction is a set of 
literals (called items), an association rule is an expression of the form X Y , 
where X and Y are sets of items. The intuitive meaning of such a rule is that 
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transactions of the database which contain X tend to contain Y. An example 
of an association rule is: “30% of farmers that grow wheat also grow pulses; 
2% of all farmers grow both of these items”. Here 30% is called the 
confidence of the rule, and 2% the support of the rule. The problem is to find 
all association rules that satisfy user-specified minimum support and 
minimum confidence constraints. 

An association rule mining algorithm, Apriori has been developed for 
rule mining in large transaction databases by IBM's Quest project team 
[AIS94]. An itemset is a non-empty set of items. They have decomposed the 
problem of mining association rules into two parts: 
� To find all combinations of items that have transaction support above 

minimum support. Call those combinations frequent itemsets. 
� To use the frequent itemsets to generate the desired rules. The general 

idea is that if, say, ABCD and AB are frequent itemsets, then we can 
determine if the rule AB CD holds by computing the ratio r = 
support(ABCD)/support(AB). The rule holds only if r �minimum 
confidence. Note that the rule will have minimum support because ABCD 
is frequent. Thus, the basic task is to determine which things go together 
for example in a shopping cart at the super market.  

 
4.5 Clustering 
 
Clustering is the task of segmenting a diverse group into a number of similar 
subgroups or clusters. What distinguishes clustering from classification is 
that clustering does not rely on predefined classes. In clustering, there are no 
predefined classes. The records are grouped together on the basis of self 
similarity. Clustering is often done as a prelude to some other form of data 
mining or modelling. For example, clustering might be the first step in a 
market segmentation effort, instead of trying to come up with a one-size-fits-
all rule for determining what kind of promotion works best for each cluster 
[WF99]. 
 
4.6 Description and Visualization 
 
Data visualization is a powerful form of descriptive data mining. It is not 
always easy to come up with meaningful visualizations, but the right picture 
really can be worth a thousands association rules since the human beings are 
extremely practiced at extracting meaning from visual scenes [WF99, Puj00]. 

Knowledge discovery goals are defined by the intended use of the 
system. There are two types of goals: (1) verification and (2) discovery. With 
verification, the system is limited to verifying the user’s hypothesis. With 
discovery, the system autonomously finds new patterns. The discovery goal 
is further divided into prediction, where the system finds patterns for 
predicting the future behaviour of some entities and description, where the 
system finds patterns for presentation to a user in human understandable 
form. 
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5 Components of a Data Mining Algorithm 
 
DM methods can be viewed as consisting of three primary algorithmic 
components: (1) model representation (2) model evaluation and (3) search 
[BL00]. Model representation is the language used to describe discoverable 
patterns. If the representation is too limited, then no amount of training time 
or examples can produce an accurate model for the data. Model evaluation 
criteria are quantitative statements of how well a particular pattern meets the 
goals of the KDD process. For example predictive models are often judged 
by the empirical prediction accuracy on some test set. Descriptive models can 
be evaluated along the dimensions of predictive accuracy, novelty, utility and 
understandability of the fitted model. Model evaluation is typically based on 
cross validation estimates of a prediction error or accuracy. 
 
6 DM Challenges 
 
The field of DM has grown from several antecedents like machine learning, 
statistics, rough sets etc [HK01, HMS01, BL00]. Thus, there are many 
techniques for each task of DM. In this thesis, techniques related to task of 
classification are described. Each technique typically suits some problems 
better than others. For example, decision tree classifiers can be useful for 
finding structures in high dimensional spaces and in problems with mixed 
data, continuous and categorical (because tree methods do not require 
distance metrics). However classification trees might not be suitable for 
problems where the true decision boundaries between classes are described 
by a second order polynomial. There are no established criteria for deciding 
which methods to use in which circumstances and many of the approaches 
are based on crude heuristic approximations to avoid the expensive search 
required to find optimal or even good solutions. 

Michalski and Kaufman [MK97] provides not only compendium of 
ideas on the applicability of machine learning methods to DM but also 
describes a multistrategy methodology for conceptual data exploration, 
which means derivation of high level concepts and descriptions from data. 
They mention that basic methods and concept learning assume that examples 
do not have errors, that all attributes have specified values in them, that all 
examples are located in the same database, and that concepts to be learned 
have a precise description that does not change over time. In many situations 
one or more of these assumptions may not hold. This leads to a variety of 
more complex machine learning and DM problems. 
1. Learning from incorrect data - some noise is present.  
2. Learning from incomplete data - learning from examples in which values 

of some attributes are unknown or missing.  
3. Learning from distributed data - Learning from separate collections of 

data that must be brought together if the patterns within them are to be 
exposed.  

4. Learning drifting or evolving concepts - Learning concepts that are not 
stable but are changing over time, randomly or in a certain general 
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direction. For example, the area of interest of a user is often an evolving 
concept.  

5. Learning concepts from data arriving over time - incremental learning in 
which currently held hypotheses characterizing concepts may need to be 
updated to account for the new data.  

6. Learning from biased data - learning from a dataset that does not reflect 
the actual distribution of events.  

7. Learning flexible concepts - concepts that inherently lack precise 
definition and whose meaning is context-dependent; some ideas 
concerned with this topic include fuzzy sets and rough sets.  

8. Learning concepts at different levels of generality - learning descriptions 
that involve concepts from different levels of generalization hierarchies 
representing background knowledge.  

9. Integrating qualitative and quantitative discovery - determining sets of 
equations that fit a given set of data points, and qualitative conditions for 
the application of these equations.  

10. Qualitative prediction - discovering patterns in sequences or processes 
and using these patterns to qualitatively predict the possible continuation 
of the given sequences or processes. 

  
7 DM Techniques 
 
Each of the above problems is relevant to the derivation of useful knowledge 
from collection of data. Therefore methods for solving these problems, 
developed in the disciplines of statistics, machine learning, fuzzy sets, rough 
sets or hybrids are also directly relevant to DM, in particular, to conceptual 
data exploration. Various popular techniques of classification which have 
been in use pertaining to each disciplines are introduced in this section. 
 
7.1 Statistics 
 
The problem of abstracting knowledge from data has been tackled by 
statisticians, long before the first artificial intelligence papers were published 
[SHMTK92]. For example [JW02], correlation analysis applies statistical 
tools for analyzing the correlation between two or more variables. Cluster 
analysis offers methods for discovering clusters in large set of objects 
described by vector of values. Factor analysis tries to point the most 
important variables describing clusters. Some of the popular techniques that 
are used for supervised classification tasks are presented below: 
 
7.1.1 Linear Discriminants 
 
It is based on Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis [JW02, HTF01]. The 
algorithm calculates a linear combination of the attribute values for each 
class and assigns a new observation to the class with the largest value. The 
algorithm is optimal when the data are multivariate normal with a common 
covariance matrix. The boundaries between classes are hyper planes in 
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attribute space. Computer simulation experiments [Krz77] indicate that 
Fisher’s linear discriminant function can perform poorly or satisfactorily, 
depending upon the correlations between the qualitative and continuous 
variables. As Krzanowski [Krz77] notes, ”A low correlation in one 
population but a high correlation in the other, or a change in the sign of the 
correlations between the two populations could indicate conditions 
unfavourable to the Fisher’s linear discriminant function”. 
 
7.1.2 Quadratic Discriminants 
 
It is a variant of the above linear algorithm for the unequal covariance case. 
The algorithm calculates a quadratic combination of the attribute values for 
each class and assigns a new observation to the class with the largest value 
[HTF01]. The boundaries between classes are conic sections in attribute 
space. The algorithm requires estimating many more coefficients than linear 
discriminants and so will only perform well when the training set is 
sufficiently large. 
 
7.1.3 K-nearest Neighbour 
 
It is simplest algorithm of all; It assigns each new object to the class of the 
majority of its K-nearest neighbours in attribute space. More details are 
provided in [BL00, DJ80, Han81, HK01, HMS01, HTF01]. 
 
7.1.4 Naïve Bayes 
 
Naïve Bayes classifiers assume that the attributes are conditionally 
independent, given the class. Let A1, A2…A n be the n attributes. The 
algorithm estimates the conditional probability P(Ai|Cj) for each class Cj and 
each attribute Ai. By Bayes’ Theorem we have 
 

P(Cj|A1, A2,.. An)=P(A1|CJ) P(A2|CJ)…P(An|Cj) P(Cj) 
 
By assuming the independence of the attributes, a new previously unseen 
observation is assigned to the class Cj that is having the largest value of 
P(Cj|A1,A2…An) [HK01, HMS01]. Naïve Bayes classifiers are simple, 
efficient and robust to noisy data. One limitation is that the attribute 
independence assumption is often violated in the real world. 
 
7.1.5 Logistic Regression 
 
When class variables are of the 0-1 type, it may be better to consider an 
alternative approach, called the logistic regression approach to handle the 
task of classification [Han81, HTF01]. The probability of membership in the 
first group, p1(x), is modelled directly as 
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for the two population problem. The� needs to be adjusted to accommodate 
a prior distribution, and it may not be easy to include costs. If the populations 
are nearly normal with equal covariance matrices, the linear classification 
approach is best. 
 
7.1.6 CART 
 
CART (Classification and Regression Trees) is a decision tree algorithm 
which was devised by Breiman et al. [BFOS84]. In CART, the branching is 
determined by Gini’s diversity index. 
 
7.2 Machine Learning 
 
Dietrich and Kaplan [DK82] has observed, statistical analysis with linear 
models can not capture the subjective judgment and qualitative evaluation 
which are important in decisions. Shaw and Gentry [SG90] states that all the 
statistical methods are based on a linear combination of attributes and 
restricts the representation of the classification decision process. Underlying 
assumptions of additive and predetermined proportionality for attributes may 
be too rigid for classification tasks in which the effects of attributes on 
classification outcomes can change under different scenarios. In addition 
these statistical methods have difficulty incorporating subjective, non 
quantifiable information in their models. They also have to assume various 
distributions of parameters and independence of attributes. Experimental 
results of Breiman etc., Carter and Catlett, and Messier and Hansen 
[BFOS84, DK82] have compared the performance of machine learning and 
discriminant analysis. Currim et al. [DK82] has compared machine learning 
with multinomial logit analysis All these studies concluded that machine 
learning produces comparable (and often better) predictive accuracy. Its good 
performance as compared to statistical methods can be attributed to the fact 
that it is free from parametric and structural assumptions that underlie 
statistical methods. Another weakness of statistical approaches to data 
analysis is the problem of interpreting the results. Some of the machine 
learning techniques are mentioned below. 
 
7.2.1 Neural Networks 
 
Artificial neural networks are computational models composed of many non 
linear processing elements arranged in a pattern similar to biological neuron 
networks. A typical neural network has an activation value associated with 
each node and a weight value associated with each connection. An activation 
function governs the firing of nodes and the propagation of data through 
network connections in massive parallelism. The network can also be trained 
with examples through connection weight adjustments [TQT96]. 
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Neural networks have an advantage over other types of machine 

learning algorithms when it comes to scaling to very large datasets, because 
many neural networks can be trained with variants of stochastic gradient 
descent (unlike say Support Vector Machines (SVM)or decision trees), which 
seems to scale linearly in the number of examples [BBEZ00]. However, 
neural networks are often criticized for lacking the symbolic reasoning and 
semantic representation found in rule-based classifiers [TQT96]. Many 
researchers have attempted to overcome this by proposing generation of rules 
from neural networks e.g. [LT95] and [LSL95]. 
 
7.2.2 Genetic Algorithms 
 
Genetic algorithms are search algorithms based on mechanics of natural 
selection and natural genetics [Gol89]. They combine survival of the fittest 
among string structures with a structured yet randomized information 
exchange to form a search algorithm with some of the innovative flair of 
human search. In every generation, a new set of strings is created using bits 
and pieces of the fittest of the old; an occasional new part is tried for good 
measure. While randomized, genetic algorithms are no simple random walk. 
They efficiently exploit historical information to speculate on new search 
points with expected improved performance. A survey of Genetic Based 
Machine Learning (GBML) systems, also called classifier systems, is 
provided in [Gol89]. GAs differ from more normal optimization and search 
procedures in four ways: 
1. GAs work with coding of parameter set, not the parameter themselves.  
2. GAs search from a population of points, not a single point.  
3. GAs use objective function information, not derivatives or other auxiliary 

knowledge.  
4. GAs use probabilistic transitional rules, not deterministic rules.  
 

A simple GA that yields good result, is composed of three operators 
namely reproduction, crossover and mutation. Reproduction is a process in 
which individual strings are copied according to their objective function 
values, f (also called fitness function). Intuitively, we can think of the 
function f as some measure of profit, utility or goodness that we want to 
maximize. Copying strings according to their fitness values means that 
strings with higher values have a higher probability of contributing one or 
more offspring in the next generation. Cross over operator results in partial 
exchange of information between the parent strings to generate offspring. 
Mutation operator is considered as secondary mechanism of GA adaptation 
thus the frequency of mutation to obtain good results in empirical genetic 
algorithmic studies is of the order of one mutation per thousand bit operators. 
Mutation is needed because even though reproduction and crossover 
effectively search and recombine extant notions, occasionally they may 
become overzealous and lose some potentially useful genetic material. 
Mutation operator protects against such an irrecoverable loss. 
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The application of GA in the context of DM is generally for the tasks 

of hypothesis testing and refinement, where the user poses some hypothesis 
and the system first evaluates the hypothesis and then seeks to refine it 
[Puj00]. 
 
7.2.3 Support Vector Machines 
 
SVMs are the learning machines that can perform binary classification and 
regression estimation tasks. They are becoming increasingly popular as a new 
paradigm of classification and learning because of two important factors. 
First, unlike the other classification techniques, SVMs minimize the expected 
error rather than minimizing the classification error. Second, SVMs employ 
the duality theory of mathematical programming to get a dual problem that 
admits efficient computational methods [Puj00]. Further details are beyond 
the scope of the work and hence not discussed. 
 
7.2.4 Decision Tree Induction 
 
A DT is a classification scheme which generates a tree and a set of rules, 
representing the model of different classes, from a given dataset [Puj00]. As 
per Hans and Kamber [HK01], DT is a flow chart like tree structure, where 
each internal node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an 
outcome of the test and leaf nodes represent the classes or class distributions. 
The top most node in a tree is the root node. Figure 3 refers to DT induced 
for dataset in Table 1. We have the following rules corresponding to the tree. 
1. If Hair=blonde and Lotion=no then Sunburn=yes;  
2. If Hair=blonde and Lotion=yes then Sunburn=no;  
3. If Hair=red then Sunburn=yes;  
4. If Hair=brown then Sunburn=no;  
It may be noted that many different leaves of the tree may refer to the same 
class labels, but each leaf refers to a different rule. The induction of DT 
involves three phases namely construction, pruning and processing of the 
pruned tree phase. More details of DT induction are explained in later 
chapters. DTs are attractive in DM as they represent rules which can readily 
be expressed in natural language. The major strength of the DT methods are 
the following: 
1. DT are able to generate understandable rules.  
2. They are able to handle both numerical and categorical attributes.  
3. They provide a clear indication of which fields are most important for 

prediction or classification.  
 
Some of the weaknesses of DT are: 
1. Some DT can only deal with binary valued target classes, others are able 

to assign records to an arbitrary number of classes, but are error prone 
when the number of training examples per class gets small. This can 
happen rather quickly in a tree with many levels and many branches per 
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node.  
2. The process of growing a DT is computationally expensive. At each node, 

each candidate splitting field is examined before its best split can be 
found.  

Table 1: Sunburn Dataset 
 

 ID Hair Height Weight Lotion Sunburn  
 X1 blonde average light no yes  
 X2 blonde tall average yes no  
 X3 brown short average yes no  
 X4 blonde short average no yes  
 X5 red average heavy no yes  
 X6 brown tall heavy no no  
 X7 brown average heavy no no  
 X8 blonde short light yes no  

 

   Hair   
      
 blonde red brown 

 Lotion  
   

yes no    

yes  no   

no  yes   
 

Figure 3: DT obtained by using ID3 algorithm on Sunburn 
 
7.3 Fuzzy Logic 
 
Fuzzy logic, which may be viewed as an extension of classical logical 
systems, provides an effective conceptual framework for dealing with the 
problem of knowledge representation in an environment of uncertainty and 
imprecision [Zad89]. Some of the essential characteristics of fuzzy logic 
relate to the following: 
1. In fuzzy logic, exact reasoning is viewed as a limiting case of 

approximate reasoning.  
2. In fuzzy logic everything is a matter of degree.  
3. Any logical system can be fuzzified.  
4. In fuzzy logic, knowledge is interpreted as a collection of elastic or 

equivalently, fuzzy constraint on a collection of variables.  
Summary of basic concepts and techniques underlying the application of 
fuzzy logic to knowledge representation and description of number of 
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examples relating to its use as a computational system is provided in [Zad89]. 
Fuzzy logic in its pure form is not a technique for classification but it has 
been a very useful concept in many hybrid techniques for classification. 
 
7.4 Rough Sets Techniques 
 
Pawlak [Paw01] introduced Rough Set (RS) theory in the early 1980s as a 
tool for representing and reasoning about imprecise or uncertain information. 
RS theory deals with approximation of sets or concepts by means of binary 
relations constructed from empirical data based on the notion of 
indiscernibility and the inability to distinguish between objects. Such 
approximations can be said to form models of our target concepts, and hence 
in its typical use, falls in under the bottom up approach to model 
construction. As Rough Set methodology has matured, several interesting 
applications of the theory have surfaced [PS98]. Rough set applications to 
data mining generally proceed along the following directions: 
1. Decision rule induction from attribute value table [SZ95, Sko95, HC96, 

MS96] 
2. Data filtration by template generation [PS98] - This mainly involves 

extracting elementary blocks from data based on equivalence relation. 
Genetic algorithms are also some times used in this stage for searching. 

 
Ziarko [Zia93] explains the following advantages of using RS approach for 
classification: 
1. Reduction in the complexity of information representation  
2. The ability to discover repetitive patterns in data  
3. The ability to reason about relations among features (attributes) of objects 

occurring in a large data collection based on results of analysis of 
relatively small and size-constrained tables.  

 
7.5 Summary 
 
Data mining involves extracting useful rules or interesting patterns from 
historical data. There are many data mining tasks each of them further has 
many techniques. No free lunch theorem exists i.e. a single technique is not 
suitable for all kinds of data for all types of domains. Sometimes, hybrid 
techniques have been observed to perform better as compared to the pure 
ones. 
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